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GENDER AND OTHER BARRIERS: ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES
Theme: Global change and archaeology
Organisers: Soares, Joaquina (MAEDS - Museum of Archaeology and Ethnography of the District of Setúbal/AMRS; UNIARQ Centre of Archaeology of the University of Lisbon) - Sousa, Ana Catarina (UNIARQ - Centre of Archaeology of the University of
Lisbon) - Escoriza Mateu, Trinidad (Universidad de Almería)
Format: Regular session
Gender archaeology emerged in the 1980s associated with the third wave of feminism, which led to the incorporation of poststructuralist theories. The aim was to make women visible in the archaeological record and to denounce the hegemonic androcentrism that had been framing archaeological studies.
In the 1990s there were some changes in the theoretical framework, namely with the introduction of queer theories and transsexual feminism, with the radical rejection of biological determinism and patriarchal society, has become a widespread phenomenon that crosscuts several social sciences, such as anthropology and archaeology.
The archaeological focus on the male/female barrier of social inequality (the binary gender) brings to light the social commitment
and political relevance of our discipline. The multi-temporality and pluralism of archaeological approaches can give valuable contributions to the current debates and to the key set of ideas on the following subjects:
•
Deconstruction of sexual versus gender relations in different times and places based on the empirical record (domestic contexts, funerary spaces, shrines and rock-engraved art);
•
Engendering the Past: Women and figurative representations, power and ideology in non-literate societies.
•
New insights into theoretical issues, methodologies and high tech archaeological science tools (materials science,
ecological analysis, DNA and isotope analyses, organic residue analyses of prehistoric pottery) that can bring to the
fore crucial situations of social inequality.

ABSTRACTS
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GENDER AND OTHER BARRIERS: ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES - INTRODUCTION
Author(s): Soares, Joaquina (University of Lisabon)
Presentation Format: Oral
The aim of this session is to enlarge and conciliate archaeology with the great problems of the contemporary world, strengthening the social commitment and political relevance of our discipline.
Gender frontiers are a standing operative mechanism that divides Humanity in two opposite and conflicting halves during a so
long paths that deconstruction process must be continued, in a global and plural perspective.
Case studies, regional or worldwide visions from social integration of sex/gender relations can be of crucial importance to understand current gender inequalities and inter-sexual violence that crosscut quite different social formations.
Since the decade of 1970 a significant number of archaeologists have been participating into the debate on women discrimina-

tion, both in the past reconstructions and in the discipline itself. Nowadays archaeology provides new insights into theoretical
issues, methodologies and high tech science tools reinforcing its active role on the research about the future of un(gendering)
social relations of production and reproduction.
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WOMEN AND ARCHAEOLOGY. AN APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF FIGURATIVE REPRESENTATIONS
Author(s): Escoriza-Mateu, Trinidad (University of Almeria)
Presentation Format: Oral
In this essay we tackle the study of archaeological Figurative Representations. To that end, we propose the use of theoretical
and methodological strategies which may be far from relativist universalist and essentialist positions, because it usually shows
the collective social and sexual subjects associated with unavoidable fates. Therefore, we would like to raise the need for an
archaeological theory that do not allow arbitrary and pre-constructed studies. We argue for an archaeology like social science
committed to improving the living conditions of women and men in society. Hence, for address the problem of idealism and prevailing androcentrism, we claim the no-sexist use of scientific knowledge, and appropiate methodology. Moreover, we consider
that Figurative Representations studies promote -due to the conservative presence of the Capitalist and Patriarchal Archaeology- the strengthening of perverse and misogynous stereotypes. An alternative Feminist perspective in Archaeology is required,
with a Sexuate Past as objective of research.
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THE WOMAN IN THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISCOURSE OF THE 21ST CENTURY: (IN)VISIBILITY IN THE
ANCIENT PEASANT SOCIETIES OF THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
Author(s): Sousa, Ana Catarina (UNIARQ, Center for Archaeology of the University of Lisbon)
Presentation Format: Oral
The archaeological discourse of the pre-historians of the Iberian Peninsula reflects a mosaic of very different theoretical positions and praxis.
In the 21st century the woman is practically invisible from the main research themes related to the ancient peasant societies
(6th to 3rd millennia BCE, Neolithic and Chalcolithic). This invisibility is in some way inexplicable when there are major advances
in laboratory and field analytics and also in conceptual frameworks. The explanation for this situation can be explained by the
theoretical positions, by the archaeological invisibility of the gender relations or even by the reduced expression of the social
differentiation of women in these societies.
It is especially relevant the differences between the Portuguese and Spanish panorama: in Portuguese archaeological discourse
the woman is more hidden. It is intended to analyze and discuss this invisibility relating with the social contexts of the archaeologists and also with the need to change the research agenda.
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WHO IS THE WOMAN IN ASHURBANIPAL’S GARDEN AND WHAT IS SHE DOING THERE?:
DECONSTRUCTING NEO-ASSYRIAN ROYAL NARRATIVE
Author(s): Zhao, Jianing (Princeton University)
Presentation Format: Oral
The “Banquet Scene” relief from the North Palace of Ashurbanipal has long been considered one of the most remarkable and
enigmatic subjects in ancient Near Eastern art, known for its jarring depiction of the defeated Elamite king’s head hanging on a
tree during the Assyrian royal feast. Much scholarship has been devoted to the garden landscape where the feast takes place,
but little on the gender dynamics at play. A consensus about the queen’s identity has not yet been reached, as most scholars
assumed that she is Ashurbanipal’s wife, while some have suggested that she might be an Elamite queen or even a high-ranking
eunuch Schmidt-Colinet 1997). [1]This paper aims to offer a new, gendered reading of this famed relief, by shedding light on the
queen’s identity and function through cross-cultural and transhistorical contextualization of her iconography, as well as bringing
into attention the hitherto neglected figures of the female attendants in the scene, to deconstruct the discourse of domination
ofthe women and throughthe women as part of the Assyrian visual propaganda.

[1] J Álvarez-mon, “Ashurbanipal’s feast: a view from Elam.” Iranica Antiqua44 (2009): 131-180; Constanze Schmidt-Colinet,
“Ashurbanipal Banqueting with his Queen? Wer throhnt bei Assurbanipal in der Weinlaube?” Mesopotamia32 (1997): 289–308.”
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SEARCHING FOR ZERO GENDER IDENTITIES IN IBERIAN PREHISTORY
Author(s): Soares, Joaquina (Archaeological Centre of the University of Lisbon; MAEDS - Museum of Archaeology and Ethnography of the District of Setúbal/AMRS)
Presentation Format: Oral
At the center of the world economic system, the male/female opposition seems to be in collapse. Currently with the women
emancipation in the most developed western countries the gender opposition no longer offers sufficient inequality for capital
valorization. But in the peripheries of the system, historical time has another pace and Late Capitalism actively promotes the binary gender and women disempowerment in order to naturalize and legitimate the overexploitation of female labor through false
biological and cultural arguments. In opposition to this political scenario, young and radical movements related to queer theories

claim the zero gender as an individual identity.
Focusing on the Iberian Neolithic we will search for cultural evidence that can deny the “axiomatic” bipolar division of humans in
female and male gender hierarchical categories.
From the Early to the Middle Neolithic, the rock and mobile schematic art we analyze display sexual parity or even a higher social
status for women; this time span corresponds to the zero gender times. After Late Neolithic a slow declining of women status
can be read in the archaeological record simultaneously with the empowerment of men status. In the Bell Beaker period hierarchical binary categories of sex/gender seems to acquire visibility. Therefore, we advocate that patriarchal society could disappear if
binary gender categorization dropped, dissociated from sexual differentiation. Although this statement seems very simple and
may be easily acceptable, in fact for its effectiveness, it will require a crucial social change in the relations of local production
scale and in the current international labor division ruled by a worldwide hegemonic and almost invisible political power system.
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BETTER THAN MEN? WOMEN AND RELIGION IN ROMAN DALMATIA
Author(s): Mech, Anna (University of Warsaw)
Presentation Format: Oral
The nature of available sources means that most of what we know about the religiosity of the inhabitants of the Roman Empire
are the very public activities, which were mostly reserved to the wealthier and privileged echelons of society. Altars, votive
tablets, statues and offerings were set up as a socially important act of piety, meant – among other reasons – to express the
position of the dedicant, and requiring substantial funding. This in most cases meant that the dedicants were male. When combined with the fact that women were allegedly excluded from activities such as drinking wine or cutting raw meat – both needed
in religious rituals – we see that women were almost left out of the public religion. As such, the study of the relatively fewer
monuments and sources mentioning females active in the sphere of cult can contribute to a better understanding of the underrepresented phenomenon of individual religious belief in antiquity.
The aim of this paper is an attempt to reconstruct the religious life of women who lived in Dalmatia The paper will present not only
the choices that women made when engaging in religious life but also some important aspects of their private life. Through analysis of texts of inscriptions the most valuable insight will be reached into the beliefs of individuals and in what ways the “female
religiosity” differed (if at all) from the dominant ancient male narrative.

